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In a film that explores wealth and wealth — or its appearance — you can expect homes to be exaggerated. But in the case of the Wolf of Wall Street, based on a true story, reality is just as extravagant. Jordan Belfort, a real-life stockbroker played by Leonardo DiCaprio in the 2013 film, lived in this Long
Island home before it was seized and sold by the federal government. The stukko-stone mansion was re-marketed for $3.4 million. With five bedrooms, six baths and a half-bath, 8,706 square feet of living space, there's plenty of room for a large family. There's also a two-story lobby, a tower, a sunken
ballroom-sized living room, and a billiards room with a walk-in wet bar. Custom-painted murals adorn several walls throughout the residence, as well as ceilings in an oversized dressing room. In front of the hotel there is a swimming pool, a lake and several terraces. We'd say home is suitable for a star
like DiCaprio, but we know the actor actually prefers high-end eco-friendly amenities. January 2, 2014 4 min read Americans usually get shocked and offended when presented with the worst stereotypes about people. But, when it comes to Wall Street, why is it ok to view financial professionals with the
worst possible lens? The Wolf of Wall Street isn't exactly tearing up the box office, but he's starting a conversation (again) about how capitalism leads to exaggeration. The story itself, based on the life of Jordan Belfort, co-founder of the notorious Long Island, NY-based brokerage house Stratton
Oakmont, is suitable for some to talk about. Stratton Oakmont was the quintessentially demolition, and along the way, broke the law. Often. And, as the book and subsequent film showed, in a rather entertaining way. But Stratton Oakmont wasn't Wall Street. It was an anomaly, an outlier. In the 1990s,
when he mentioned Stratton Oakmont to people in white-shoe companies, he rolled their eyes or tsk-tsked about how companies without a prescription on such an exchange would give funding a bad name. Indeed, that was prescient. Related: Sermon on the morality of capitalism's Easy stereotype
against Wall Street, especially after the financial crash and bailout. Wall Street sometimes goes its own way. But it's not the engine of overreament, all hookers and cocaine, all elegant suits and dinners at Bobby Vans. It's actually an engine for good, and it's vital to capitalism and getting your own
business success. People mocked Goldman Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein when he did God's job in a 2009 interview. This hand may have overplayed a little, but there was no more truth than fiction in it. Before he mentioned God, Blankfein actually said something deeper in the same interview. The
shooting down suggestions he pay the employees, he said: As a guardian of the interests of the And by the way, for the good of society, I want you to continue to do what you do. The term social goals is important here. Wall Street is needed in a capitalist, free-market society to allow capital distribution to
help do business. Wall Street companies raise money from their customers and make it easier to put money into a global business for a fee. Some of these companies are large, multinational companies that can be sold. Others are emerging companies who need funding through initial public offerings to
take their businesses to the next level. Even others are private companies that need private placements of investor capital to get off the ground. Related: What role should religious values play in business? Wall Street companies would make everything easier. They drive capital into businesses, thereby
fueling the desires and dreams of entrepreneurs and managers who believe in the opportunities and achievements of their own workforce. If you are starting a business, or working as hell to help the company you work for grow, you look to Wall Street as the place where you can access the market and all
the capital they have to offer. Do some bankers make a lot of money and spend excessive games? Completely. Don't they deserve it? This is where the debate gets misguided. True, investment bankers don't dig coal, but work is still labor. It's not a 9-5 job. Entrepreneurs and investment bankers have
similar qualities: they work long hours, they are committed to their craftsmanship, they believe in their skills and they inareat from problems and challenges. Also, a lot of the compensation is driven by bonuses. This means that you can take out your profits based on how much work you invest to drive your
business to your companies. How they spend their income is their own business. That some bankers spent their money on a red herring. These are personal decisions between and the manufacturer (and any law enforcement agency that happens to have jurisdiction). There are bad actors in every
environment. But we must resist the urge to stereotype an entire industry, because some have done indecent things. This is especially true on Wall Street, since de rigeur attack capitalism nowadays, an era where it is bombarded with commentary on wealth inequality and income redistribution. Capitalists
seem to be the only group that has bigotry that is still acceptable. Be sure to see the wolf of Wall Street, but resist the desire to roar on the capitalist moon. You're profiting from a more enlightened perspective. Related: How the U.S. Can Hold Foreign Laws Against You January 6, 2014 4 min read Early
on The Wolf of Wall Street, Jordan Belfort -- the unscrupulous stock market trader portrayed by Leonardo DiCaprio as examined through the lens by Martin - mean the audience audience rhetorical question: How does money sound? The answer, it turns out: roaring, incomprehensible expletives as the
scene cuts into a boiler room teeming with brokers screaming at their clients - and another - a cacophony of ambition and rage. In a film that set the world record for the most ever use of the F-word (506 times), the sound of money, Belfort seems to be telling us it's actually deafening. While the myriad
cases, Quaalude and cocaine addiction, and the now infamous pump-and-dump system that landed him in federal prison may seem like a cautionary tale of exactly what not to do in business, much can be collected in Belfort's path. Related: The anti-capitalist bigotry of The Wolf of Wall Street Actually
today, the former broker travels the world as a motivational speaker, coaching aspiring entrepreneurs with his tried and true sales technique - dubbed the Straight Line. Here's what we took from his story: Charisma of King Mi Belfort lacked the morality he more than made up for in his frenetic charisma.
Yet Belfort was able to gain the almost immediate trust of his clients and create urgency and need - even with a cold call - by own admission. His colleagues also fed on this visceral energy. Standing at the head of the sales floor, he often used a microphone in his hand to call the office, banging his chest
for emphasis or breaking into the song. I want you to be ruthless, ruthless, telephone terrorists. At one point, cries the whole room, cheering. Moral foundations aside, Belfort's persuasive influence shows that hubris and dynamism are essential qualities of success for any aspiring business manufacturer.
Bonding outside the office gives birth to loyalty The team-building exercises belfort presides over are enough to be even the least politically correct among us. Nevertheless, they result in a deeply motivated team that works as hard as they play. At one point, in a blatant display of the company's booming
profits, Belfort offers secretary $10,000 to shave his head (only if he promises to use the money for breast implants). The office applauds rapturously as she clutches a bundle of cash in one hand near the tears and examines her newly trimmed buzz with the other. Later, the moral straightness of throwing
little people onto human-sized dartboards is threated. After this game was approved, he encountered a similar zeal. Not to mention the countless drug-induced nights they spent in strip clubs or weekends where they danced drunk on yachts. Related: Her got us thinking. You can love me... to love you very
much... your technology? As promisolating as it is, the free time between Belfort and his colleagues ultimately results in a cohesive unit with unspeakable loyalty. When the finally announce announces You have to leave the company, the office literally breaks down in tears. I love you, there's a woman
crying. And later, when he has to wire me into the office as part of a plea deal with the FBI, warning his colleague. Although Belfort eventually testifies against his co-workers, his loyalty remains, even against the law. Family Affairs No – we're not talking about the scene in which Belfort and a friend watch
the 90s sitcom Family Matters waiting for their Quaalude high kick. After founding Stratton Oakmont, Belfort hired his parents to oversee the company's finances, which ended up being one of his smartest business decisions in the film. His father, Max, a former accountant, was named chief financial officer
of the company and comes to serve as one of the only characters in the film that can control Belfort's mounting selfishness and outrageous spending. While working with your family can be a tricky balance, here it really works. In one scene, Mad Max - as he was called because of his thunderous



temperament - confronts his son for spending more than $27,000 on client dinners and even more on prostitutes. This is the only case in the film where Belfort seems mildly concerned about the consequences of his actions. The intimacy of working with the family results in necessary reality checks, and
Belfort can benefit from his father's honest assessment.  Related: Jobs Movie Misses the Magic of His Story
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